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THE ANCIENT ELDEN RING. • A Rival of the Kingdom of Nobles The Royal City of Valoria was built
around the Great Tree of Elden, which gave protection and strength to the nation. While the Kingdom
of Nobles maintained order in the nation, the Elden Ring, blessed by the Great Tree of Elden, vowed
to restore the honor of Valoria and defeat the nobility. A new era of Valorian history had begun. For
the first time in generations, the Elden Ring and the Kingdom of Nobles struggle to save the nation.
In the war of two rings, the question is: which will prevail? • Compete Online in Exciting Matches with
Other Players The campaign map for the fantasy action RPG War of the Lions includes five large
dungeons. Additionally, players can compete with each other in matches against one another, for
glory or fame. As you progress through the campaign, you will encounter and recruit new party
members, and you can share a variety of information with them through communication. You can
experience the thrill of sending out adventurers to new dungeons, and you can share the details of
the dungeons with other players through an online environment. THE DIFFERENT TYPES OF YOUTH. •
The Choice Between Destruction and Creation Following in the footsteps of the Elden Ring, a new
type of protagonist will arise. Young people who like violence and conflict and are suffering their own
battles will fight in the War of the Lions, and they will search for wisdom and meaning in the lands
between. The traits of a pure warrior. • Sheigh [막달] Has the chaos of a warrior. Has pride in not being
feared, but you can easily overpower her with your presence. The traits of a cool-headed strategist. •
Cooreon [군위] Ingenious, well-mannered, and skillful at working together. Sheigh likes her allies as
well, and she is happy when she has them. The traits of a nobleman. • Hyeondae [현대] Attractive and
skillful, is brave to lead the people and is aware of the security of the land. Well-behaved, and has a
good sense of honor, but she takes her surroundings into account as well. • Armored Advent [아�

Features Key:
■ Byomkesh Brahma (which is pronounced like "Booom Kardashian"), the hero. A new character with
advanced fighting techniques specializing in combination attacks. He starts off as a strong warrior
but as he increases his power, he sheds this image and is given various new features.
■ Summoners of the Masters. Five extremely powerful dragons and elf pets that each possess a
balance of strength and speed. Each Summoner also masters a specific craft. Would you like to
enroll them at your service?
■ The Five Elements. Fight by supporting and commanding them to achieve the element's power to
influence the world. Together with the Summoners, you can play a unique scenario at the Elemental
Festivals held in towns.
■ A Personal Story. Enjoy a story where actual events from the last 20 years of the world take place.
Explore the bustling towns and travel between them to find quests and historic architecture. It is
your job to determine your own course through these quests and events.
■ Bajo the Dark Hero. Mix in the leader of the Norden heathland's folklore with the Darklord, the
player character to defeat, and battle with your strength of will to defeat the Dark Hero.
■ Random Exploration. Experience a different series of quests and events in every scenario where
you can freely create your course.
■ A Lively Online world. Play with and challenge other players and the mysterious Storyteller
through spontaneous Matching.
■ Online & Asynchronous Multiplayer. In addition to the "Bundo Battle" mode you can seamlessly
connect with other players and travel together. However, in this mode, all actions are handled by the
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player who connects first.
■ Kingdom Watch. A similar genre to the game “Monster Hunter,” it is a fantasy role-playing game
where you can play according to the wishes of a king to search for monsters and beasts to destroy
them.
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